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Tuesday, February 18,1992

Weather

Volume 74, Issue 98

Bowling Green, Ohio

Graduate program closed
Dean cuts off admissions to study sequence, won't divulge reason
by Kimberiy Larson
The BC News

Stormy weather:
Today, occasional rain
with thunderstorms possible. High 45 to SO. South
winds 10 to 20 mph with
higher gusts. Chance of rain
is 90 percent. Tonight,
showers likely, possibly
changing to snow showers
late. Low in the mid-30s.
Chance of precipitation is 60
percent. Wednesday, snow
showers likely with a high
3S to 40. Chance of snow is
60 percent.

Inside The News
Greeks seek input:
Interfraternity Council is
attempting to get a sense of
what students think of the
greek system through a survey distributed to every
freshman, sophomore and
junior man on campus.

University officials have decided to
review whether the graduate dean has
the power to close admissions to the University's School Psychology program.
Last year, Graduate Dean Louis Katzner temporarily closed
admissions to the University's School Psychology program,
which is within the department of special education.
The program is for
graduate students who
are working toward
Katzner
their master's degrees.
It prepares students to

become primary and secondary school
psychologists.
Katzner said admissions to the program were shut down due to internal
problems, not a lack of funding.
"There have been a series of problems
over the last two years," he said. "These
problems have not been resolved, and
there have been instances where graduate students have been caught in the
middle of these problems."
"I could not, with a clear conscience,
admit students under those circumstances," he said.
However, he would not say exactly
what the problems were.
"I don't want to be evasive or insensitive, but I do not feel it's appropriate to
reveal the situation," he said.
Edward Fiscus, coordinator of the program, said one reason for the move may

"We were very upset the graduate
dean decided this [closing
admissions], and never gave us any
sold reasons."
Edward Fiscus, School
Psychology program coordinator
be Katzner believed the faculty involved
with the program were not getting along.
"If that's the reason, then admissions
should be closed to all programs on campus," he said. "There are differences
among faculty members in every department."
Fiscus said there has been confusion
within the department because they do
not fully understand Katzner's reasoning

behind closing admissions.
"We were very upset the graduate
dean decided this [closing admissions],
and never gave us any solid reasons,"
Fiscus said.
Fiscus said Katzner has failed to cite
specific examples where faculty have
disagreed to the point where the students
became caught in the middle of the disagreement.
A graduate student, who asked to remain anonymous, said the dean has not
given them any factual reason for the
closure of admissions.
"From what I understood, it was all political," the student said. "It's very frustrating for us to not know any specific
reasons." The Senate Executive Committee decided to confirm the request for an
See Closing, page 5.

Crucial primary
for presidential
hopefuls today

(J See page five.

Outside campus
Symbolic:
HAMDEN,Conn.--A
25-year-old man died after
he lost control of his car,
crashed into a cemetery and
was hurled from the car into
a headstone, police said.
Marshall Gambrell died of
head injuries in the crash
Sunday.
He lost control of the car,
crossed a grassy area, went
through a hedgerow into
Beaverdale Memorial Park
and was thrown into the
marble headstone, police
said.
Gambrell, from Alexandria, Va , had been visiting
relatives in Connecticut.
Vote for James:
TUPELO,Miss.-If only
election ballots were allowed to display a candidate's face as well as his
name, James L. Roberts Jr.
and James L. Robertson
could rest easier.
Both men, one a chancery
court judge and the other an
incumbent state Supreme
Court justice, are running
for Supreme Court justice
on March 10. Both also know
their similar names could
cause confusion in the voting booth.
"I don't think we're
twins," joked Robertson, the
Supreme Court justice. "I'd
be delighted if we could
have our pictures on the ballots. It'd clear up a lot of
confusion. He's much uglier."
Both men are Methodist
and both are Democrats.
Both men's middle names
begin with L, but Robertson's middle name is Lawton
and Roberts' middle name is
Lamar. To add to the confusion, Robertson has a son
whose middle name is Lamar.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-0-3
Pick 4 Numbers: 3-6-1-9
Cards: Queen of Hearts
Three of Clubs
Nine of Diamonds
King of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$4 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

by Walter R. Mears
The Associated Press
MANCHESTER, N.H. - Democratic presidential rivals roamed
southern New Hampshire on Monday in a holiday hunt for votes,
while President Bush phoned in a White House defense against his
conservative challenger.
The political traffic was heavy on the eve of today's New Hampshire presidential primary election, the first balloting of 1992.
While Bush was being interviewed by telephone on radio station
WFEA in Manchester, Patrick Buchanan, his GOP challenger, was
waiting on hold.
The polls opened at 6 a.m. today.
The pollsters' rated Paul Tsongas, the former senator from Massachusetts, the late leader in the five-man Democratic field, with Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton running second.
Bush held a hefty lead in GOP polling. Both sides said he'd win, but
Buchanan sought to come close enough to send the White House and
the party a message of conservative rebellion.
"I'd love to win," Democrat Tsongas said.
"I'm going to force the Democratic Party to once and for all take all
that useless rhetoric, cast it aside ... and let's have a partnership of
labor and management and government so the average person in this
country can have a job, provide for their family and look to a future
that's viable," he said in Portsmouth.
Clinton staged a dozen stops in his final sprint of a race in which
he'd been rated the leader before the controversies over a woman's
claims of an illicit affair with him and over his Vietnam-era draft
status.
See Primary, page S.
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Practicing chest compressions, sophomore physical therapy major Linda Lammcrs prepares for a
CPR test in her advanced CPR and first aid class In Eppler Center. Upon completion of the class students will be certified in CPR and basic first aid techniques.

BG mall beats recession Storm induces
damage in two
Ohio counties

Sales up but University students' patronage sought
by Christopher Miller
The BG News

The dark clouds of doom
generated by local concern
over the Woodland Mall's inability to attract customers may
be slowly dissipating.
In the midst of a national
recession, several Woodland
Mall stores are experiencing a
steady increase in sales,
"This store has been our district winner for the last couple
of years for sales and shrinkage control," Glen Ryerson,
marketing director for Hills
Department Stores, said of
their Woodland Mall location.
"Our sales, in fact, are much
better than last year's," he
said.
J.C.Penny's has also recorded a rise in sales.
"In the last four months we've seen very positive factors as
far as sales increases," J.C.
Penny manager George Lackey
said.
While the J.C. Penny store
has done well since moving to
its mall location in 1987, actual
dollar sales are not an accurate
measure of the store's success.
Lackey pointed out.
"The stores are constructed
based on the size of the market
J.CPenny hopes to penetrate,"
Lackey said.
Lackey explained the

"A lot ol people ask for drugstores, they ask for children
clothing stores. The mall has got to have the right
cross-section of stores [to attract more customers]."

A Waldenbooks employee
J.C.Penny located in the Woodland Mall is a "geographic"
store, considerably smaller
than the "metro" stores of
Toledo and Flndlay.
"Dollar for dollar, you can't
compare the two [geographic
vs. metro]," Lackey said, adding that percentage sales of
"geographic" stores often exceeds those of the larger "metro" stores.
The Woodland Mall is substantially smaller [285,000
square feet] than most urban
malls, such as those in Toledo,
a fact which deters many
nationally recognized specialty
stores from locating in the facility.
"Most of the [national] stores
wont go in unless the mall's at
least half-a-million square
feet," Woodland Mall manager
Beth Isaacs said. "And they
also cluster."
"Clustering" is the result of
market research which has
shown certain stores tend to do
very well if they are located In
close proximity of one another,
Isaacs said.

"For example, if the Limited
[clothing store] goes in, then
Casual Comer and the Gap
would go in also," Isaacs said.
"Some of those stores [Casual Corner and the Gap] had expressed interest in the mall,"
Isaacs said. "But the larger
ones that they cluster with, like
the Limited, wouldn't come in [
due to the mall size]."
Consequently, many of the
Woodland's smaller merchants
are of the local variety.
The seven stores that have
pulled out of the Woodland
since its opening in 1987
tended to be local rather than
national merchants, Isaacs
said.
"Local tenants dont always
have the backing or the resources to give their business a
chance to get started," Issacs
said.
Such "backing" means the
ability to absorb early loses until the store can establish itself
in the new market
"Some of our smaller stores
See Man. par 5.

(AP) - A storm that knocked down barns, rolled a house trailer and
caused other damage in two north-central Ohio counties probably did
not produce tornadoes, a National Weather Service meteorologist
said Monday.
Damage from the storm on Saturday was too scattered to indicate
that tornadoes struck, said Michael Eckert, disaster preparedness
meteorologist in Cleveland.
"With a tornado, there will be a path. The damage in the two
counties was scattered," Eckert said.
He said weather service representatives surveyed the area Sunday
and found no evidence of a tornado. Reports of funnel clouds could
not be confirmed.
Eckert said the damage probably was caused by straight-line
winds.
Temperatures about 60 degrees brought springlike storms, with
thunderstorms, high winds, hail and lightning reported throughout
the state.
Near Bucyrus in Crawford County, a section of the front roof was
torn off of Donald Grau's home, and the front windows were blown
out. Half his outbuilding, which housed 50 rabbits and five calves,
was flattened. Only one rabbit was injured.
Grau said a small bus-stop building was embedded two feet into the
side of his house.
'I was sitting in the kitchen, my wife was in the bedroom and a
4-year-old boy we were watching was asleep in a bunk bed," Grau
said. "My wife saw one of our trees bend toward the house and
grabbed the boy. I didn't see anything because I ducked flying glass."
The boy slept through the storm.
The storm to-pled the bams of Grau's neighbors, Tammy and Paul
Robinson and Jim Meister. Debris was strewn in nearby farm fields.
A four-stall garage also was leveled.
The storm also struck the Hardin County village of Alger, about 45
miles west of Bucyrus. It rolled a house trailer, toppled a garage and
blew down trees and power lines.
The trailer was rolled onto its top, a dog was in it. The dog was dug
out of the rubble and was not hurt.
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Athletes are human too
Jose Canseco. Mike Tyson. Pete
Rose.
These men have suddenly become the
"bad boys" of the sports world, the law
breakers. Tyson for rape, Canseco for
doing an imitation of a BG landlord by
bumping his wife's car with his car and
Rose for tax evasion.

accused of using illegal drugs today,
Babe Ruth and other baseball players
frequently ignored the Prohibition of
the 1920s.
Who knows how many athletes
throughout history have been accused
of the use of illegal drugs, steriods and
tax evasion?

The Sporting News and other publications have said todays athletes are
more spoiled than the "clean-cut" types
of years past, citing these three and
others as examples.
The only thing is, the same thing has
been said since sports has existed. For
as long as there have been sports, there
have been sports figures who have
broken the law.

People ask "How can professional
athletes do this when they are supposed
to be role models for our children?" But
should they be role models for our children? Shouldn't we be role models for
our own children?
People seem to forget when they are
watching a football game or the Olympics that those individuals on the field,
on the rink or whatever, are not perfect
machines which do their duty then
cease to exist after the event, but human beings.
People who make mistakes.

Baseball player Cesar Cedeno was
accused of killing a woman in Puerto
Rico in the mid-1970s. Much like those

Poor shouldn't be ignored
The bitter recession of 1991
and 1992 has thrown several million middle- income Americans
into unemployment lines for the
first time, increasing personal
bankruptcies and destroying
many lives.
Democratic presidential candidates have attacked the Bush
administration for its callous disregard for the problems of the
"middle class." The media has
projected hundreds of stories on
the "economic squeeze" of
middle- income people, who are
unable to pay their home mortgage and college tuition bills for
their childrea
Bush responds that his administration "cares" about the interests of "middle-class America."
Lost in all this rhetoric and politics are millions of Americans
who are in the lowest fifth of all
income earners.
This group includes millions of
female-headed households with
children who survive on Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC); 10 million adults
who are unemployed or who have
stopped looking for work; millions of elderly people who rely
on supplement security income
payments and small pensions to
survive and several million
Americans who are either homeless or are dependent on others to
provide shelter.
This is the "other America"
rarely depicted in the media and
never talked about in the politics
of the 1992 presidential campaign.
The Republicans under the
Reagan-Bush administration
were always little more than
cheerleaders for the rich. Their
great issue of compassion was to
demand lower capital gains taxes
for corporations.
The Democrats have responded by ignoring part of their traditional base - especially blacks

Dr. Manning Marablt
Guest columnist
and the poor - and courting the
votes of traditionally Republican,
white upper middle-income
voters.
The federal deficit has reduced
federal expenditures in all social
programs. The state governments, facing their own deficits
due to declining tax revenues
caused by the recession, also cut
programs.
The chief victims in these political chain reactions are not
white, upper middle-income families in the suburbs, but the inner-city and rural poor.
A recent study of the Washington-based Center of Budget and

During this recession, state
after state has turned
against the problems of the
poor. Massachusetts threw
10 thousand poor people off
its general assistance
program, and cut benefits by
856 million.

Policy Priorities found that of the
30 states which provide general
assistance, a short-term program
for indigent adults who are not
elderly or physically challenged,
14 cut funding and 13 froze the
level of benefits.
About 1.5 million American
adults depend on general assistance just to survive. But in
Michigan, 82,000 recipients of
this program lost all cash and
medical assistance.
Illinois cut its general assis-

tance program by curtailing
coverage to six months beginning next year. Ohio slashed its
general assistance program In
half, cutting single adults' benefits to only $100 a month.
During this recession, state
after state has turned against the
problems of the poor. Massachusetts threw 10 thousand poor
people off its general assistance
program, and cut benefits by $56
million.
California reduced AFDC
payments by 4.5 percent and
froze funding levels for the next
5 years. Maine reduced funding
for low-income housing by 90
percent. And the District of
Columbia slashed emergencyhousing assistance to the homeless by 43 percent.
The politics of turning against
the poor is not only inhumane and
anti-democratic, it is also extremely stupid. Pushing down the
incomes and standard of living at
the bottom of society inevitably
reduces the wages and job prospects for people in the middle.
By doubling the number of
homeless people and denying
cash payments to indigent adults,
we only make our streets less
safe and our environment more
hostile for everyone.
When millions lack food for
their children, or have no medical insurance, the fabric of the
entire society is destroyed.
Whether Bush and his corporate
pals like it or not, our problems
are all interconnected. When we
turn against the poor, we ultimately turn against ourselves.
Dr. Manning Maratrte is a
professor of political science and
history at the University of
Colorado. "Along the Color Line"
appears in more than 200 publications and Is broadcasted by
more man 35 radio stations internationally.
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Doubt about UT murder
Hodge was already 'convicted' of murder before trial
"INNOCENT UNTIL PROVEN
GUILTY"
"WITHOUT A REASONABLE
DOUBT"
Some pretty lofty ideals, but
they are exactly what our legal
system is based upon.
According to the Sixth
Amendment of our Constitution
"the accused shall enjoy the right
to a ... trial by an impartial jury
What do you think Jeffrey
Hodge's chances are of having all
these rights maintained in the
coming months?
A couple of weeks ago, University of Toledo nursing student
Melissa Ann Herstrum was
found murdered, shot in the back
10 to 14 times. Within a few days,
the police apprehended Jeffrey
Hodge for the crime.
The immediate public outcry
was intense. How could a university police officer who is supposed to protect the students of
the campus betray the trust of
not only the students, but the
parents as well?!
Almost immediately it was reported that the city prosecutor's
office would be seeking the death
penalty for Hodge. This was met
with tremendous approval from
the general populace.
However, there are some problems. Before we "fry" this guy,
shouldn't we look more closely at
the facts of the case?
In order for a defendant to
receive the death penalty, certain conditions must be met.
Among these, the defendant must
be convicted for first-degree
murder. What is one of the conditions for first-degree murder?
Premeditation. In order to have

Hit or Swiss

PerrinSah

premeditation, you need something the prosecution doesn't
have - A MOTIVE.
Without a motive for the crime,
or more specifically without a
motive that satisfies the presumption it was premeditated,
Jeffrey Hodge cannot be convicted of first-degree murder,
plain and simple.
Also, there is the problem of
the murder weapon. Last I heard,

Don't you think it would be
pretty tough to convict
someone of murder when
the physical embodiment of
the crime is nowhere to be
found?

the police had no murder weapon
- the so-called "smoking gun."
Don't you think it would be pretty
tough to convict someone of
murder when the physical embodiment of the crime is nowhere to
be found?
So what exactly does the prosecution have? Well, they do have
some blood. Other than that, they
don't have too much. Handcuffs

were used on the victim's wrists,
therefore a police officer becomes a suspect, right? Good
correlation there, because it's
impossible for anybody else to
have handcuffs!
Also, there was the fact a
phone call was made from inside
one of the university buildings
(which are only accessible to
university police officers at that
time of night). You have to question that rationale.
There must be other people
that have access to buildings at
all times. Like me, I'm sure you
know some people that can get
into anything at any time.
The Consitution guarantees a
fair and speedy trial to those who
are accused of a crime. With all
the media coverage, do you think
Jeffrey Hodge has any chance of
receiving a fair trial? Doubtful,
very doubtful.
You may be wondering if I believe Jeffrey Hodge is innocent
or guilty. That's easy - INNOCENT. As stated before, you are
presumed innocent until PROVEN guilty. That's the way it's
supposed to work in this country
(granted, it doesn't always work
that way, but it's the only thing
we have right now.)
Unless the prosecution has
some evidence it's hiding, there
should be no way any jury can
find Hodge guilty without a
reasonable doubt; and with the
facts I know (and I don't claim to
be omniscient), there is plenty of
doubt.
Perrin Sah is a senior political
science major from Strongsville,
Ohio.

Javier Gonzalez
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Letters to the Editor

Writer angry
about Ash
The BG News:
I am writing in response to the
article "Police urge women to act
with caution" which appeared in
the Feb. 6 issue of The News. I
am very angry with the attitude
which was conveyed by police
Chief Galen Ash.
He stated "when a women has
been drinking she is not thinking
sharply ... and becomes easy
prey." He also commented "... alcohol may limit a victim's ability
to remember important events of
the incident or give a good description of the attacker."
I feel these statements are
suggesting it is the victim's fault
if she has been drinking and is
later attacked. A victim can
NEVER be blamed for her/his
attack.
I realize we live in a cruel
world and wimmin are attacked
more frequently than men, so
they must do all they can to
protect themselves, but why
must wimmin be responsible for
ALL precautionary behavior?
Society must also start telling
men to become more aware of
their behavior.
Why is Chief Ash only concerned wimmin might not be able
to describe their attacker? What
if men are unable to remember
what they did the night they were

page three
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drinking? What if men are unable
to remember their victims said
no?
It is time for society to stop
telling wimmin that they alone
are responsible for their safety!
It is time to tell men they are also
responsible for their behavior,
that they, regardless of whether
or not they have been drinking,
are responsible for not attacking
someone because she/he might
be easy prey!
Michelle Devine
Junior
Liberal Studies

Students shouldn't
ignore Bill 249
The BG News:
This past November, a bill was
introduced in the Ohio Senate
that is a clear threat to the right
of universities in Ohio to manage
their own affairs.
Senate Bill 249 would prohibit
the board of trustees of any Ohio
university that receives state
funds from removing ROTC programs from their campus. Only
the Defense Department will be
able to restrict or remove ROTC
programs, regardless of the circumstances.
The bill was introduced because the constituents of many
universities were challenging
ROTC because of its discrimi-

nation against homosexuals. In
particular, the student and faculty governments of Kent State and
the student government of University of Cincinnati passed resolutions to the request that action
be taken against ROTC.
Last year, BGSU's Undergraduate Student Government passed
a resolution requesting the Defense Department to reassess its
discriminatory policy.
But is this issue simply limited
to the controversy over discrimination against homosexuals? Assuredly not!
Unfortunately, the homophobia
behind Senate Bill 249's supporters threatens a fundamental
right that American citizens
must have to protect their freedoms. We need to preserve the
channels through which we have
input into how our country is defended.
Why?
Because the Defense Department is a human institution, capable of mistakes and misguided
policies. Throughout history, the
Defense Department has been
responsible for harmful acts in
the process of defending America and its interests.
Discrimination against African
Americans in the service, internment of Asian Americans on
the basis of race, execution and
imprisonment of pacifists, oppression and massacre of Native
Americans, and the relatively

trivial matter of overpriced
hardware make up a short list.
Even patriotic servicepeople
have been the victims of bad policy. Agent Orange, a defoliant
used by the military in Vietnam,
has caused fatal cancer in many
Vietnam veterans (and their
children.)
Despite numerous deaths and
illnesses suffered by those exposed to the toxin, our government didn't grant financial relief
and acknowledgement of responsibility to the victims until the
beginnning of the Gulf war about 15 to 20 years later ~
much too late for many!
Let's be alert toward our
government and military. It's not
just a right, it's a responsibility
of an American citizen to participate in watching and determining the relationships between
government agencies and institutions such as universities.
Senate Bill 249 must not go unnoticed and unopposed, as a similar temporary budget rider did
last summer. Voice your opposition through letters to state
representatives and University
administrators. Express your
wishes to your student representatives in USG and GSS.
BE CONCERNED
JeffYeager
Undergraduate Student
Government representative
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Responses wanted
All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters of the editor should be
200-300 words in length. All letters must be typed, signed and
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on-campus
mail box, plus class rank or occupation, major and hometown.

Special Letter

If presenting a letter in person,
please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.
The News also reserves the
right to edit any submitted work
for clarity and brevity.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please
address the submission to:
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Abortion
is among
difficult
decisions
The BG News:
I want to congratulate
John Farhat on his excellent essay in the Feb. 4 issue of The BG News. It is
often difficult to think precisely about emotionally
charged issues, but Mr.
Farhat has managed to do
just that.
Thus, he deserves our
praise. The clarity and
forthrightness of his arguments are stunning. He
speaks the truth plainly and
with conviction.
Certainly, there are those
who will take issue with his
views, but I feel certain this
will surprise Mr. Farhat
least of all. It is fundamental to his position that he
embrace the complexity
and ignorance that are central to the issue of abortion
(given the current limitations of our knowledge).
Rather than pretend to
know what he cannot know
- i.e. when the soul is relegated to the body - Farhat
admits to his, and our, ignorance.
He chooses therefore not
to impose legal constraints
on an issue riddled with uncertainty; in other words,
he chooses to err on the side
of individual rights rather
than subscribe to the tyranny of a currently popular
minority who claim to
"know" when life begins.
One of the earmarks of
the intelligence is the ability to admit to that which
you cannot know with certainty. In this sense, we
embrace a difficult truth,
that of ignorance.
Despite humankind's arrogance - be it spirited, political or Intellectual - we
are not omnipotent as a
species and must live with
the discomfort uncertainty
brings.
And we must make difficult decisions about how to
live among each other in
this crucible formed by the
known, the unknown and
the unknowable. The ability
to do this is aptly named intelligence, and it Is in the
name of intellectual matters that we gather here at
BGSU. None present should
make any mistake about
that.
Scott Minar
Interim rhetoric and
composition specialist
BGSU Writing Lab
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The AT&T Calling Ca/t/will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one. you'll never need to apply for another. It's the least expensive way

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. 'Z And now you could also get 10% back on all
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More students
studying the
environment

by Christy Vargo
The BG News

The popularity of the survey course Environmental
Studies 101 has skyrocketed
as more students grow concerned about the environment, department officials
said.
This spring, enrollment is
peaking at more than 140 students for the class which
covers pressing environmental topics including population growth, energy resources, plant and wild animal resources, air and water pollution and hazardous waste
production.
The number of students
signing up for the class has
increased tenfold in the past
decade, from approximately
30 students in 1980 to more
than 315 students this academic year.
The course has gained popularity because environmental problems are noticeable,
according to sophomore environmental science major
Steve Castor.
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"The material is enjoyable
when rm not sad about
what rm resting. Some of
tJie [textbook] case
studies are so shocking
they make my stomach
turn."
Steve Castor,
environmental science
major
"Things are getting worse
and people are starting to notice ... a lot of things need to
be done to improve the environment," Castor said.
"The material is enjoyable
when I'm not sad about what
I'm reading," he said. "Some
of the [textbook] case studies
are so shocking they make my
stomach turn."
The Center for Environmental Programs now offers
more sections of the course to
accomodate the growing deSee Class, page5.
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are not able to get Into the class, but future section expansions may
alleviate the problem.

Toledo Medical Center augments staff

The Brothers of Theta Chi announce
their Fall 1991 Deans List
Eric Blue
Mike Hernandez
Jesse Howard
Tim Jacobs

Photo niustratton/TIm Norman and Jay Murdock

Environmental studies classes at BGSU have experienced an increase In enrollment in the past few years. Currently, some students

by Michael Zawackl
The BG News
Dr. Michael S. Cardwell has
recently joined the medical staff
of Toledo's St. Vincent Medical
Center as the director of maternal-fetal medicine service and
will act as the center's high risk
pregnancy specialist.
"I was recruited to come to St.
Vincent to begin their high risk
obstetrical program," Dr. Cardwell said.
"He adds another level of care
that we can provide for the resi-

dents of this region," said Sharlotte Turin, assistant vice president of maternal/child services
at St. Vincent Medical Center.
"I'm the only clinical maternal
fetal medicine specialist in the [
North- western Ohio and Southern Michigan] region," Dr.
Cardwell said.
Dr. Cardwell has been practicing obstetrics for 12 years and
has served as chief of obstetrics
at the University of Missouri,
and as the perinatologist for the
Reuben Center for Women and
Children at the Toledo Hospital

before his current position at St.
Vincent Medical Center.
Dr. Cardwell will primarily be
taking care of expectant mothers
with preexisting diabetes or
toxemia or if the mother develops problems during her
pregnancy or at the time of birth.
He is also trained to perform
certain intra utero procedures
such as giving a baby an intra
uterine blood transfusion to treat
the anemia caused by Rh disease
or by surgically implanting
shunts to relieve obstructions
from a baby's kidneys.

"His addition to the medical
staff brings a new dimension to
an already highly specialized maternity and newborn care," Toni
Iannone, media relations manager for St. Vincent Medical
Center, said.
"About S percent of all pregnancies have major complications and those are the ones I'm
consulted on," Dr. Cardwell said.
Dr. Cardwell administers care
for a lot of mothers who have
complications resulting from

See St.V's, page S.
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Profs abandon Russian texts

Primary
Continued from page 1.

"The president has finished his mission," Clinton said. "He is yesterday's man. He offers us no real hope and vision for the future."
Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska said he expects to do well because
'Textbooks are out ol date. To patch
New Hampshire voters are beginning to realize he's not a single issue
things together we need to reach out
Professor Thomas Anderson teaches Ge- candidate despite his emphasis on national health insurance. "NaMany Soviet and Russian classes at the
ography in the Soviet Union (Geography tional health insurance for me is a beginning, a beginning of fundator
new
materials
such
as
University have abandoned textbooks and
341). He has kept his class focused on the mental change In the United States," he told a health care forum in
newspapers and news magazines."
have turned to newspapers and magazines to
constants in the region, such as climate and Concord.
keep students informed about changes
He and Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa were ranked well behind Tsongas
environmental factors.
occu ring in what used to be the Soviet Union,
and Clinton in the polls. The loser between them may have trouble raDon
Rowney,
professor
of
Russian
according to a University professor.
"[Changes in] the economic system will ising the funds and gaining the backing to go on into the most costly
'Textbooks are out of date," said Don
and Soviet history
not affect the climate or population patterns, campaign states to come.
Rowney, professor of Russian and Soviet
"We are ready to go national better than any other candidate,"
but geography includes politics and It is
history. "To patch things together we need
difficult to keep up ... I try to give a solid Harkin told campaign workers at his Concord headquarters. At the
to reach out for new materials such as newschanges rather than strategic relationships framework of where things are," Anderson Allenstown town hall, he said he's the Democrat who would break
papers and news magazines."
of the Cold War which were the focus.
explained.
with current economic policy, not just fine tune it. "We wont wait for
"For the past two years I haven't had a
Rowney said with recent changes students any tax breaks for the rich to trickle down," he said.
standard class," Rowney said. "It just isn't
Harkin has been slapping at the other Democrats in campaign
"The course emphasis has been changing must also be exposed to the differences in
possible because of the dramatic political
from the importance of Communism to how culture among the people in the newly- speeches and commercials, and Kerrey said that may hurt the Iowan.
change."
"I hope so," he told a Concord news conference. "He's become Hulk
the recent developments fit in to what used independent republics.
Professor Timothy Pogacar, who teaches
"It is necessary to spend a lot more time Hogan in this campaign and I hope it's backfired."
to be called Russian history," according to
The Soviet Union Today (Russian Studies
Former California Gov. Jerry Brown scoffed at Sunday night's poRowney.
216), said the changes have made teaching
helping students understand the ethnic, his- lite debate among the five Democrats.
Pogacar said the changes have taught edu- toric and linguistic differences among the
difficult.
cators to place less emphasis on politics and different republics and people of the Soviet
"It blew the class out of the water, not only
because of the change in teaching material,
place more on cultural values.
Union," Rowney said.
but the country the class was named for
"Culture is a constant and takes time to
"Everyday something new is happening," Continued from page 1.
doesn't exist anymore," Pogacar said.
change, but institutions can change quickly Anderson said. "It certainly is affecting the
Fiscus said in his request the
Rowney said the emphasis of his class has
and radically," Pogacar said. "We need to class because I'm constantly faced with the interpretation of the academic result of closed admissions to the
charter
dealing
with
this
matter
changed to focus on the dramatic political
spend less time on forms and facts and con- dilemma of what to call the place."
school has left only one student
at its Feb. 11 meeting.
Flscus requested an interpre- eligible for the professional
tation of the academic charter course sequence for 1992-93, and
Continued from page 4.
last year because he said he be- Katzner is obviously attempting
lieved Katzner did not possess to close the program permanentpreexisting diabetes and he add- vices at St. Vincent by using the none said.
Dr. Cardwell said as a group the authority to eliminate gradulyLife Flight helicopter to transed there is a good success rate.
The Hope for Family Program they are the one with the greatest
However, Katzner said he is
ate programs.
"A great majority of the time port [high risk mothers and ba- is a federally funded demon- risks.
At that time, SEC and Faculty not allowing admissions on a
we have healthy mothers and bies] into the center," Dr. Card- stration project for the early
"Most of the time, through Senate decided Katzner had ac- short-term basis only.
healthy babies," Dr. Cardwell well said.
intervention and education of careful monitoring we usually ted within the scope of his au"The program is not officially
said.
"He is also an addition to the drug or alcohol dependent moth- have good results," Dr. Cardwell
thority, and an interpretation suspended," he said. "Hopefully
"[I] hope to expand the ser- Hope for Family Program," Ian- ers and babies.
was therefore deemed unneces- we will be able to re-open the
program soon, and I hope I am
sary.
Faculty Senate Chairperson convinced the problem has been
Continued from page 4.
Leigh Chiarelott said the senate addressed. There is no guarantee
Each section of the course has fore any discussion can begin, ruled there was no need for a how soon - we just have to wait
goods," Zurat said.
mand for it.
The course offers steps indi- a cap of 35 students, which will according to Cobb.
In the past, only one section of
charter interpretation last year and see."
"When you are exploring is- because the dean is responsible
the course was offered per year viduals can take to improve the be expanded to 40 students in the
The School of Psychology prosues, it is important to discuss for monitoring admissions to the gram was externally evaluated
with a steady increase each year quality of the environment, ac- fall.
Center for Environmental Pro- different viewpoints," he said. particular school.
to the present schedule of four cording to sophomore environduring the 1989-90 year by a consections each semester and one mental science major Stephanie grams Director Thomas Cobb "It seems that you're just getting
sultant from the University of
said he would like to see the into the issue and then the class
Owen.
in the summer.
"We had assumed it would be Cincinnati, Flscus said. The writ"People can learn how to help classes limited to fewer students period ends - it is very frustrat- short term," Chiarelott said. "We ten report, which has been deSophomore journalism major
Deborah Zurat has learned about improve the environment in the in order to facilitate in-class dis- ing for our instructors."
had hoped the problem would be clared confidential, is also supBeginning in spring 1993, the solved by the fall."
cussion, an integral component
the impacts of technology on the long run," Owen said.
posed to contain reasons why
course
will
be
expanded
from
Currently the demand for En- of the course.
U.S. environment in the class.
However, the problem has not admissions are closed, he said.
The complex issues covered in two credits to three to allow for yet been solved, and admissions
"I have learned what our tech- vironmental Studies 101 is so
"I read the report, but I don't
nology is doing - how we are de- high that some students are the course require extensive longer class periods and more to the school have not been re- understand what the graduate
background and explanation be- discussion.
stroying the earth to produce turned away.
opened.
dean sees," he said. "I can't turn
The SEC received another to someone else to ask them if
request from Flscus Feb. 4 for an they understand because it's coninterpretation of the charter.
fidential."
Continued from page 1.
by Jeni Bond
The BC News

centrate on cultural aspects such as people's
values and beliefs."

Closing

St.V's
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Mall

are doing extremely well and
some aren't doing as well,"
Isaacs said.
A female employee for Waldenbooks, whose identity could
not be made public because of
store policy, attributed her
store's slow sales to a general
lack of mall customer traffic.
"I think we could do better if
the mall as a whole would do better," the employee said, adding
mall customers continually express a desire to see more diversity.
"A lot of people ask for drugstores, they ask for children
clothing stores," the employee
said. "The mall has got to have
the right cross-section of stores [

m

WHAT IS
W CHOLESTEROL?

Cholesterol is a laity substance
found in animal tissue Primary
sources ol cholesterol in Ihe American diet are laity meats, egg yolks,
and whole milk dairy products Cholesterol is essential lor certain body
processes, but the amount the body
manufactures is sufficient for Ihese
needs High levels ol cholesterol in
the bloodstream are associated with
a higher risk ol heart disease and
stroke This risk can be reduced by
adopting an eating pattern moderate
in cholesterol-containing foods and
saturated (animal) fals. which can increase the cholesterol level in the
blood Contact your local Amencan
Heart Association tor more
information

to attract more customers]."
Issacs said the mall is curretly
working on bringing in more
merchants as well as increasing
efforts to bring in a larger number of University students.
"We expected [when the mall
opened] a lot more dollars to be
spent by University students
than what we've had," Isaacs
said.
Part of the strategy to attract
more University students includes increased ads in The BG
News , as well as a "Christmas
shopping day" -- usually the first
or second Saturday in December.

Students can find sale specials to offer."
With an increase in local
and giveaways throughout the
day, along with free shuttle bus awareness of what the mall has to
transportation from the Union to offer, Isaacs said she believes
the Woodland Mall is headed for
the mall.
"Last December was really a better year, with increased
good, better than the year be- sales and customer traffic
fore," Isaacs said.
While recent efforts to draw in
more students have worked
favorably, students still represent a unique challenge.
"[The University population]
changes all the time," Isaacs
said, "so you have to re-educate
that part of the consumer public
and let them know what you have

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the
following locations:

• E. Merry Ave. Apts.
• Field Manor Apts.
• Frazee Avenue Apts.
We also have a Good Selection of
houses and other apartments
available.

352-995 1

Charolcttes Webb
Kastrophe
Abusik
Tuesday Feb. 18

Call for more information at 352-0717
224 E. Wooster.

18-20 Welcome
S2.00 cover after 9:30
2 I and Over
8 1.00 cover uflcr 9:30
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HOURS:
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Congratulate their New Initiates

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
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OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE. WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DONT EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

Chad Ramsey
Kirk Ritari
Jason Podogil
Matt Householder
Tony Lemmon
Tom Guyer

Spring 1992 Pledge Class
Aaron Gash
Peter Brent
Todd Eltschlager
Stephen Nelson
Tim Newlove
B. Jones

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk. N. ol Po«

354-6166
Dr. K. Morklc-nd D.C. • Dr. A. Edge D.C.

Matt Bellin
Bevin Baddorf
Paul Burgoon
Chris Gerbrick
Mike Hernandez
F. Keith Sheets

J

Gary Sadowski
Yasir Sitabkhan
Terrance Vails
Dylan Scott
Matt Robinson
Bryan Poth
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Government claiming
ownership of lunar dirt

Chips Ahoy

by E. Martin Hulse
College Press Service

The BC Ncw«/Tcg«n SchUttcr
Working on a window Tor "Amadeus," graduate sludenl Brian Keegan routes a mullion, a part of a
window frame, in the University Hall scene shop. Keegan works three days each week to fulfill a requirement for an asslstantsblp in theatre.

Soar with the leaders!
Student Edition Software from
Addison-Wesley
♦ Hrown. brand-name software
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RECYCLE!
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sort of fun, interesting.
He has a right to this. We
don't believe it is
government property. It
was abandoned property."
"ITS

ALEXANDRIA. Va -- A Chesapeake College student wants to
sell some moon dust for $20,000
to finance his education, but the
government has staked a claim to
the lunar dirt.
Steven Goodman of Dover, Del.
Keith Hallam, attorney
has a four-inch piece of tape with
brownish-gray grit stuck to it. He
The ad was placed after a
and his lawyer say it's moon dust
from the U.S. Apollo 14 moon friend of Goodman's suggested
he sell the moon dust to pay for
mission.
Goodman's lawyer, O. Keith college costs, Hallam said.
However, the National AeronHallam, a private practicing attorney from Alexandria, Va, ini- autical Space Administration
tially answered a classified ad says it's illegal for the moon dust
Goodman placed in to be sold.
the Washington Post.
Gary L. Tesch, deputy general
The moon dust was given to counsel, said it is NASA's view
Goodman by his deceased father, "that all lunar dust brought back
Edward B. Goodman, who on the Apollo mission is governworked at a Delaware company ment property." NASA has 840
that produces space suits. The pounds of the lunar material
elder Goodman was in charge of locked in vaults at the Johnson
processing the suits after the Space Center in Houston, Texas.
"We don't really know if we are
Apollo mission.
In 1971, Goodman ran a piece dealing with something or nothof tape down the leg of one of the ing," Tesch said of Goodman's
Apollo space suits and gave it to moon dust. "It may not be lunar
his 11-year old son, Steve, who dust and, in which case, may be a
put it in a drawer and recently non-issue for us.
"If it is lunar dust, it's possible
found it while going through perthe amount would be of such insonal items.
Hallan said Goodman's classi- significance that it would not be
fied ad ran several weeks ago in in the taxpayers' best interests
the Post's antiques and collecti- (for NASA to pursue an inbles section. He answered be- vestigation)," Tesch said.
However, "any amount is a
cause it sounded "unique and inmatter we should be concerned
teresting."
The ad read "MOON DUST - about," he said. Tesch also said
From Apollo 14 mission. This is that in comparison with the milthe only private ownership in the lions of dollars spent on the Apollo mission, only a small amount
world. Best offer over $20,000."

of lunar material was brought
back to the United suites.
Hallam would not discuss in
detail any serious inquiries, but
he did say there have been some
negotiations. He also said he and
Goodman have benefited from
the publicity.
"We have received calls from
Australia Germany and Indonesia," said Hallam. He said the
calls were from media and potential buyers. Not to mention
Goodman's moon dust is a hot
item for discussion on television
and radio talk shows.
Goodman was a recent guest on
Larry King Live. He said he
hoped the dust could be auctioned off at a world-famous auction house and possibly bring an
even higher price than $20,000.
When asked if he thought problems could arise from the sale of
the alleged moon dust, Hallam
said: "I hope not, but it's very
possible. They (NASA) indicated
they would like to have the dust
back."
Hallam said Goodman has the
right to sell the dust. "It's sort of
fun, interesting. He has a right to
this. We don't believe it is
government property. It was
abandoned property," Hallam
said.
Goodman, 31, quit work to go to
college full time. Chesapeake
College is a two-year college in
Wye Mills, Md., with an enrollment of about 2,300, said Joyce
Glover of the college's registrar's office.
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Killer receives sentence

Remonstrators
are acquitted of
felony charges

Jeffrey Dahmer not eligible for parole for 936 years
by Lisa Holewa
The Associated Press

MILWAUKEE - Serial killer Jeffrey
Dahmer was sentenced to life in prison
Monday after some relatives of his IS victims called him a devil and Dahmer told the
judge, "I know society will never be able to
forgive me."
Dahmer was stone faced and spoke in a
low monotone as he described his crimes not
as acts of hate but as the work of a sick man.
"I take all the blame for what I did," he
said.
Moments before, nine relatives of Dahmer's victims, many wearing picture pins of
their loved ones, described the pain they
have suffered because he killed, butchered
and had sex with the corpses of their family
members.
The hysterical sister of victim Errol Lindsey shouted "Satan!" at Dahmer and
screamed, "Jeffrey, I hate you!" as she
lunged toward him, shaking her first and
shouting obscenities. She was led away.
A jury decided Saturday that Dahmer, 31,
was sane when he killed IS young men and
boys he lured to his home. Dahmer pleaded
guilty but insane.
After his arrest last July, Dahmer confessed to 17 slayings since 1978. He is to stand
trial In an Ohio killing and wasn't charged in
one Milwaukee death because of lack of evidence.
Dalimcr's first victim was Steven Hicks,
18. Dahmer said he killed Hicks at Dahmer's
boyhood home in suburban Akron in 1978,
dismembered the remains and scattered
them on the property.

EAST LIVERPOOL, Ohio (AP) -• The acquittal of 29 protesters
who were charged with trespassing at the site of a hazardouswaste incinerator will not affect the construction schedule, a
project spokesperson said Monday.
"There's been no change." Waste Technologies Industries
spokeswoman Julia Bircher said. "Construction is about 94 percent complete and ongoing, and wc expect construction to be
completed about the end of March."
She said commercial operation should start about midsummer.
An East Liverpool Municipal Court jury on Friday acquitted
the protesters, including actor Martin Sheen, of criminal trespassing charges. Sheen was among the 29 who climbed a fence
surrounding the project
The four-day trial hinged on the defense strategy that the defendants had to commit the crime to prevent greater harm to
their community.
The "necessity defense" amounted to putting WTI on trial, defense lawyer Paul Boas said. The defense called several expert
witnesses to testify to the dangers they thought the plant posed.
Each defendant testified he or she was convinced the project
posed an imminent danger to the community.
Assistant City Law Director Thomas Rodfong fought the use
of the necessity defense. But Municipal Judge Melissa ByersEmmerling rejected repeated motions to limit the scope of the
trial to the trespassing issue.
Bircher declined to comment directly on the trial but rejected
Boas' contention WTI was on trial.
"We have to say WTI was not on trial and we were saddened to
see so much misinformation spread during the trial," she said.
"Our doors remain open as they always have been, and we hope
that everyone ... will come in and visit the plant, speak with our
engineers, get the facts and get their questions answered.''

'1 know society will never be able to
forgive me."
Jeffrey Dahmer
"I hope God has forgiven me," Dahmer
said. "I know society will never be able to
forgive me. I know the families of the victims will never be able to forgive me for
what I have done."
Milwaukee County Circuit Judge Laurence
C. Gram Jr. sentenced Dahmer to consecutive life prison terms. Under consecutive
sentences, if Dahmer gained parole in one
sentence the next sentence would automatically take affect. The prosecutor said Dahmer would not be eligible for parole for 936
years.
Dahmer's lawyer, Gerald Boyle, said no
appeal was planned.
Dahmer, making his first public statement
about the slayings, told Gram he didn't seek
freedom by pleading insane, but understanding.
"I wanted to find out just what it was that
caused me to be so bad and evil," he said.
"The doctors have told me about my sickness, and now I have some peace.
"This has never been a case of trying to
get free," Dahmer said. "I didn't ever want
freedom. Frankly, I wanted death for myself."
Wisconsin has no death penalty.
Dahmer said he has turned to God since
his arrest.
"I should have stayed with God," he said.
"I tried and failed, and I created a holocaust."

As Dahmer spoke, victims' relatives
seated in the courtroom gallery leaned forward, straining to hear his words.
"I feel so bad for what I did to those poor
families, and I understand their rightful
hate," Dahmer said. "I have seen their tears
and if I could give my life right now to bring
their loved ones back, I would do it."
Earlier, Dahmer sat emotionless as relatives of his victims described their losses.
"Jeffrey Dahmer has erased a million future memories of my brother for me," J.W.
Smith, brother of victim Eddie Smith, said as
he read brief statements from each of Eddie's 12 brothers and sisters.
"Jeffrey Dahmer, you have become a hero
for a few, but you have become a nightmare
for so many more," said Stanley Miller,
uncle of victim Ernest Miller. "Did you ever
think this was someone's son?"
Dahmer's three-week sanity trial included
testimony from police and psychiatrists who
described how Dahmer's urges to have sex
with the dead led him to drug, kill and dismember.
Witnesses told how Dahmer cooked and
ate a heart, bicep and thigh; how he slit
corpses from sternum to toe and cut the
flesh into fist-sized pieces; and how he
soaked torsos in acid and kept skulls and
other parts as mementos.
Dahmer said he would not contest civil
lawsuits some victims' families have filed
against him, seeking any profits he might
make by selling his life story.
"If there is ever any money, I want it to go
to the victims' families," he said.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL VS. TOLEDO - TOMORROW 5:45-8PFv1!!
FRIfNOS DON'T HI FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU

Free Theatrical Preview
Tonight at 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.
in the Gish Film Theater

5 ■

Fli»

mm&
Powered by Imagination
Pick up your pass in theCTt®
office and got Ihero early.
Free Poster & T-shirt giveaways!

t
U_AO

o

o

BLACK STUDENT
UNION ELECTIONS
HELD ON
MARCH 18-19
at the Union
-ft Jackson - Toliver
Scholarship Applications
Available •& now at the Multi
Cultural Affairs office & the
Multi Cultural Activities and
Programs Office
We'll be having the Meet the
Candidates Meeting on March
17th
Details coming....

BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU

CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT
H

3 DRVS TILL
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LADYSMITH
BLACK MAMBAZO
AS FEATURED ON PAUL SIMON'S GRACELAND
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WITH THIS COUPON!

Thursday

SPONSORED BY fvj n"iT07
Feb. 20 at 8:30 pm
V«^J Ir^y^ in Grand Ballroom
Tickets: Available at (g5jj£3) office, Kobacker Hall
& Finder's Record's for $17,
$15, and $12 (May be charged to Bursar).
Student discount available - for more info 372 - 2343

&C- CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT UAO CONCERT

I

TWO PAIR OF REGULAR PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES AT
ONE LOW PRICE... A GREAT START FOR 1992!
SINGLE VISION

$

$89 88

129 88
■ ^tm

FOR IOTHMRS

I
■

STANDARD BIFOCALS

Mr

FOR I0IH PAIRS ■

SOME SPECIALIZED B:-"OC*.S ft "VF0CA1SAHE SIGHTLY MORE

BOWLING GREEN LOCATION ONLY. OFFERS EXPIRE 2-29-92.

I
.1

• EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST
• EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS AT YOUR SERVICE
• EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERATEIY

Burlington Optical
BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. WOOSTER • GREENWOOD CENTER

352-2533

V*rt:«V1ASTC nuuf » nvttS *

Vt *-"W.<0'HfO<**CWlTOWO«*,CC.*iS •'*"»

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Basketball teams spice up
roster with foreign flavor
by Julie Hamilton
contributing writer

BC Newi/J«y Murdoch

Junior Judlt Lendvay dribbles past Eastern Michigan's Ester Bird. The Falcons defeated EMU, 80-67,
Saturday. Both women are from Hungary.

BOWLING GREEN
Summer Cluster
•
•
•
•

Come find out more about it!
Wednesday, February 26, 7:30pm
French House

Few coaches are especially
happy after their team loses a
contest. However, gymnastics
coach Charles Simpson was
"beaming" Saturday, despite the
women's loss to Michigan State.
The team scored a season-high
183.15 points, including an overall victory in the balance beam,
and individual season highs in
three events.

10" DOUBLES

10" DELUXE

Two - 10"
Two Item Pizzas

Pepperoni Mushrooms., Green Peppers, Sausage,

$^50

One 10" Deluxe
Trapping Indudev

DOLLAR SAVER MENU

352-1539
1616E. Wooster

^H

c...
Fret n.l;,...
Delivery

- 352-1539
-$& 616 E. Woosler. B.G.

EXTRAVAGANZA
10"- $6.50
12" - $9.50
14"- $12.50
Pegpcroni, Mwliroorm, Horn, Onion, GrttD
Peppers, toon. Soinoge, Ground Batf, Hoi
Peppery Ema CKteu, Extra thick dwl, Block or
Gieen OUey Pineapple (Uira Scu(e FieeJ

FREE DELIVERY
In 30 Minutes Or Less
From 11:00am DAILY
Our *i«rs cony less llwn S20 Limfted tWivery ago

MM

5

II*"*'

I616E. Wooilcr, B G.

75

Free Delivery

352-1539
6 L Wooster, B.G.

BG has often had trouble competing against Big Ten schools,
so the 46.55 scored on the balance
beam was certainly a thrill for
Simpson.
"It was one of the best beams
we've had," Simpson said. "To
beat MSU in an event is really
special. The beam was truly
magnificent to watch."
The Spartans' Susie Kretekos
won the event with a 9.6, but BG
swept the next four spots. Mary
Beth Friel and Meg Griffin
scored 9.45 and 9.4, respectively,
and two other Falcons were not
far behind. Boosted by this beam
bombing, the squad went on to
set season highs on the vault and
the floor exercise.
The entire meet was an example of team gymnastics at its
best. Although the depth of Mich-

igan State proved to be too much
for BG to handle, the Falcons
were not disappointed in their
effort.

again the BG women came
through with record-setting performances. Julie Zickes earned a
9.5 in the floor routine, the best
of the season for BG. Friel and
"It was the best meet we've Wall scored 9.25's, and the team's
had in long time," Simpson said. floor total was 45.9.
"The places weren't great. They
"Three of the four events are
(Michigan State) have some
team records so far this year,"
strong people."
Simpson said. "It was a strong
BG turned out some fine per- team effort. We came together,
formances on the vault, despite and it was an excellent lead-in for
the fact that the top three spots this weekend's meet."
went to MSU. Robin Wall scored
a 9.2, which was the best score by
The Falcons earned 16 nines on
a Falcon this season. She was the day, again a season-best.
backed up by Stacey Davis and
Friel, who chipped in with a 9.1
"This was a great team effort,
each.
especially for those stepping in
at the last second for injury,"
The uneven bars event in- Simpson said. "We hit some good
cluded a 9.4 by Kathy Altonen routines and got some good perand a 9.35 by Wall.
formances."
Michigan State floored the Falcons in the last event, but once

Laser-Printed Resumes

All You Can Eat

50 copies (1-pagc) + disc - $35

11:30-2:00

One 12" Deluxe

4:00 - 7:00

$3.99

Ptpparo*, Mushrooms, Ham, Onion, Gfton
Peppers, Boron, Sausage, Ground loaf. Hoi
Peppers, fjiro Choose, Lxtro tnick (rust. Block or
Green Olives, Pineapple (Extra Sooce Free)

Ff« Delivery

ifij&r 352-1539

t

•P-^

1616 E.Woosler, B.G.

12"DOUBLES

Two- 12"
Two Item Pizzas

10

J|

25!

Free DeSvef y

i.ffcjs&e- 352-1539
■V***^ 1616 L Wooster, B.G.

25 resumes, 25 individualized
letters & envelopes + disc - $60

$4.75

lopping IndodK

Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Sausage,

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Onions

$A00

• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees

• Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students
Quantum 90 cord accepted 4-7 only for on campus students

Daily Menu

50 resumes, 50 individualized
letters & envelopes + disc - $80
add $2 post & hand
Trade Tips, 4445 Gilmer Lane,
Cleveland, OH 44143

(216)466-7836

Free Delivery

Single
S4.00...S.50 ea
S5.75...S.75 ea
$7.50...$!.00 eo

Double
10--S5.50...S1.00eo
ir-S7.25...S1.50ea
14--$9.00...$2.00eo

.£Af 352-1539
1616 E. Wooster, B.G.

starts with a
professional
management team!

TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
10" - $6.50
12"- $9.50
14" - $12.50

See Foreign, page nine.

Bowl 'Nf Greenery

12"DELUXE

free Delivery

..fM^Ls- 352-1539

belonged to both the Tonego basketball club and the Youth
National Team.
Attending the University is not
the first time Melis has been to
the United States. During the
1987-88 school year, Melis lived
in Bay City, Mich, where he went
to school and played for Bay City
Western. He lived there with his
family because his father, who is
a teacher, was participating in a
teacher exchange program.
According to Melis, he chose
the University because it was a
good choice for academics and
basketball. Melis also found a
difference between the U.S.
brand of basketball and that of
his home country.
"There is a lot more enthusiasm outside the team," he
said. "The audience participates
much more in the United States.
Over here there are more athletes and the game is played
more quickly. The Netherlands is
more playing dirty physical and
here it's more fair physical."
Crump, a 6-foot-10 sophomore
from England, began playing
basketball when he was 15 and

Gymnasts lose to Michigan State
by Mark DeChant
sports writer

June 15-July 31
Finishes language requirement.
Immersion in French life: Family living.
Cultural travel.
Over 25 years strong

Knowledge, experience and
talent are keys to success no matter what you do, no matter where
you're from. The University has
four basketball players from
other countries who understand
this philosophy well.
Judit Lendvay, Ralf Melis and
Jason Crump already have a
combined total of 30 years experience in organized basketball.
These three, along with Ramon
Knopper, a six-foot-eight freshman from the Netherlands, belonged to basketball clubs in
their home countries and have
played throughout Europe. All of
them have some good things to
say about the University.
A talented player, Lendvay
first began playing basketball in
her native Hungary when she
was only 10 years old. The 6-foot
junior played for the Kozpouti
Sport Iskola basketball club as a
teen-ager. After graduating from
high school in 1988, Lendvay
came to the United States for one
more year of high school.
She attended school and played

basketball In the small town of
Addison, Mich. This was quite a
change of scenery for Lendvay,
who came from one of the
biggest cities in Hungary, but
she handled it very well. During
this time, she stayed with a host
family who she still keeps in
touch with and stays with during
school holidays.
It was at Addison that Lendvay
was recruited to play college
basketball.
"I chose Bowling Green because of the people and the
team," she said.
According to Lendvay, there
is a big difference between basketball in Hungary and basketball in the United States.
"Practices are more upbeat,"
Lendvay explained. "The players
clap their hands during practice.
People here are much more enthusiastic and cheerful in games.
There is more team spirit here.
At home it's more individual."
Much like Lendvay, Melis, a
6-foot-9 redshirted freshman
from the Netherlands, brings
quite a bit of experience with
him. He first began playing basketball when he was six years
old. In his home country, Melis

Pepperoni
Green Peppers
Mushrooms
Ham
Ground Beef
Onions
Italian Sausage
Black Olives

Green Olives
Anchovies
Pineapple
Hot Peppers
Bacon Strips
Extra Cheese
Extra Thick (rust
Extra Sauce FREE

DAILY SPECIALS
Monday Ma OR. is
TWd. lewsoay
One 10" 1 I Ism Puzo One 12" too, Extra Tlikli
Only $3.50
Crust, Pepperoni 8, Extra Cheese
Only $5.50
Terrifk hteefay

OniriOwHM
Only $f 50
Wild Wednesday
One 14" 1 Hem Pino
Only $5.50

WoeteadDwUe Feature
0i» 17" Deluxe, & One IT
I -Item Pizzo
Only $10.50
Weekend Double Feoture
One If Deluxe, S One 14"
I llem Pizzo
Only $13.50

Pepsi and Diet Pepsi...50< Per Can

One 14" Deluxe
Topping Induoev
Popperoni, Mushrooms, Green fcppers, Sovsoge,
Otiiots

11

00

Free Delivery

^^"

352-1539
1616 E. Wooster, B.G.

lO'TRIPLE
Three- 10"
One Item Pizzas

11

i*0f

00

Froo Delivery

352-1539
1616 E Wooster, B.G. |

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:
Special Benefits:
* Initially - partial security deposit
* No parental guarantee
* Professional management
* Free maid service at many locations
* Full time maintenance service
Check out these apartments:
228 S. College
507 East Merry
725 Ninth St.
801 Fifth St.
114 1/2 S. Main
309 High St.
709 Fifth St.
843 Sixth St.
117 1/2 N. Main
803 Fifth St.
525 East Merry 520 Reed St.
824 Sixth St.
Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and pick
up our weekly updated rental brochure
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Men's track team halted
by Golden Flashes
by Todd Pallo
sports writer

U DUKE (20-1) • Results: beat Georgia Tech 71-62; beat
North Carolina State 71-63. • Next: Thursday vs. Maryland.
UCLA (19-1) • Results: beat Oregon State 72-62; beat
Oregon 84-65. • Next: Tuesday vs. California.
E| KANSAS (19-2) • Results: beat Iowa Stale 91-60; beat
Colorado 82-45. • Next: Wednesday at Nebraska.
MM NORTH CAROLINA (18-3) • Results: beat Clemson 8072. • Next: Wednesday at Virginia.
MM ARIZONA (19-3) • Results: beat Washington State 94-72;
beat Washington 85-51. • Next: Thursday at Arizona State.

The track teams competed
Saturday in a tri-meet at Kent,
Ohio with some athletes also
traveling to Cleveland to compete in the individually-scored
Knights of Columbus Invitational.
The Falcons faced Kent State
and The College of William and
Mary from Williamsburg, Va
The Flashes, competing on their
home track against and injury
plauged Falcon squad, took both
the men's and women's meets
rather easily.
The men's team was again led
by the thowers. Bill Overla threw
the shot SS feet for a another

MM OHIO STATE (17-3) • Results: beat Wisconsin 67-63. •
Next: Tuesday at Iowa.
INDIANA (18-4) • Results: Lost to Minnesota 71-67; beat
Northwestern 91-60. • Next: Wednesday vs. no. 11 Michigan
State.
MM OKLAHOMA STATE (21-3) • Results: lost to Colorado 5753; lost to no.23 Iowa State. • Next: Thursday vs. Oklahoma.
MISSOURI (17-3) • Results: beat Kansas State 67-59.
ARKANSAS (19-5) • Results: beat Vanderbilt 91 -71; beat
South Carolina 89-73. • Next: Tuesday at Georgia.
MICHIGAN STATE (17-4) • Results: beat Wisconsin 7661; beat no.20 Michigan 70-59. • Next: Wednesday at no.7 Indiana.
UNLV (22-2)
KENTUCKY (18-5) • Results: beat no.14 Alabama 10783; beat Western Dentucky 93-83. • Next: Wednesday at
Mississippi State
ALABAMA (19-5) • Results: lost to no.13 Kentucky 10783. • Next: Wednesday vs. Vanderbilt.
SOUTHERN CAL (17-4) • Results: beat Oregon 69-68;
lost to Oregon State -92-78. Next: Thursday vs. California.
FLORIDA STATE (18-6) -Results: beat North Carolina
State 87-79; beat Virginia 64-63; beat Georgia Tech 80-67. • Next:
Tuesday at Clemson.
SYRACUSE (16-5) • Results: lost to Seton Hall 86-76;
lost to Notre Dame 101 -98. • Next: Wednesday vs. no.24 St.
Johns.
TULANE(19-3) • Results: beat N.C. Charlotte 76-68; lost
to Virginia Tech 89-7. • Next: Feb. 24 vs. South Florida.
CINCINNATI (19-3) • Results: beat Brooklyn College 10854; beat St. Louis 89-60. • Next: Thursday vs. DePaul.
MICHIGAN (15-6) • Results: beat Iowa 79-74; lost to no.11
Michigan State 70-59. •• Next: Wednesday vs. Minnesota.
CONNECTICUT (16-5) • Results: lost to Georgetown 7063. • Next: Wednesday at Georgetown.
SETON HALL(15-6) • Results: beat Providence 85-77.
IOWA STATE (18-6)
ST. JOHNS (14-7) • Results: beat Pittsburgh 84-74.
Next: Wednesday at no.17 Syracuse.
GEORGETOWN (15-6)

■rfKonxM

first place finish and a Kent
Fieldhouse record. But it was
Reed Parks who had the best day,
setting a school record in the 35
lb. weight throw with a distance
of 59 feet 11 inches and a second
place meet finish.
Parks' accomplishment is even
more impressive when you consider that he was permitted only
four tosses compared to the normal allotment of six.
"I thought I could have easily
thrown it farther," Parks said. "I
felt really pumped."
Other noted performances
were handed in by Shawn Howard and Brad Schaser. According
to head coach Sid Sink, Howard
"ran a solid mile" with a time of
4:19.15. Schaser won in the 1000
meters with a time of 2:35.31.

Howard and Schaser were also
members of the 3200 meter relay
team with Tim Amdt, and Mark
DeChant who finished first at the
K of C meet later that day. The
relay won with a time of 8:04.79.
"I thought I raced well,"
Schaser said. "The times weren't
that fast, but it was competitive.
We came in to the K of C meet
with the goal of winning the race
and were happy when we accomplished our goal."
The women's team was led by
Tara Allen who set a school record In the 500-meter dash winning the event in a time of
1:17.84.
In addition, Benita Thomas finished second in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 57.51, second
fastest by a BG runner.
i

MSU beats tennis team
by Rindy Setter
sports writer
Michigan State beat the tennis team 8-1 Sunday at East
Lansing. Jeff Westmeyer was
the lone winner as he won at
number three singles.
The outcome of the overall
match was a lot closer than the
final score Indicates. "We had a
lot of close matches that came
down to match points," coach
Dave Morlne said. Todd Koehler, number one singles player,
lost 3-6, 6-7 and by the same
score in number one doubles
with partner Jim Snyder.
The team continues its

schedule against two more Big
Ten opponents this weekend.
Friday, they travel to Illinois
and Saturday is a match
against Purdue.
Morine expects to give both
teams a tough challenge and
possibly take a victory or two.
Both schools are ranked just
ahead of the Falcons.
Some players enjoyed success when they competed in
the MAC Indoor Tournament in
January.
Koehler won number one
singles. Bob Zumph and Wes
Meyer reached the finals at
number one doubles. Koehler
and Jim Snyder at number one

Foreign
Continued from page eight,
has since played extensively
through Europe. In England, he
belonged to both the Manchester
United Club and the English
National team. Jason first came
to the United States in 1989 when
he attended Mercersburg Academy, a prep school in Pittsburgh.
After graduating, several colleges were interested in recruiting Crump. According to Crump,
he chose the University because
it's "not a small school but it's
still small enough to get around
without a car."
Although basketball is primarily played the same way in the
U.S. as it Is in England, Crump
sees a few differences.
"The game is faster [in the
U.S.] and it's more physical [in
England]," Crump said. "Lately
our practices have been very
physical and the team is playing
hard."
Crump hopes a few more wins
will help the team to have a good
chance at the Mid-American
Conference title.
By bringing their athletic and
academic skills to the University,
these players give the Falcon
basketball teams a true international spirit.

O.C.P.A.B. Presents a

""'"^D" _

FREE SHOWING
Of .....

doubles and Andrew Bonser
and Karl Crnkovich at number
three doubles placed highly in
the tournament.
Despite being a sophomore
and regularly competing
against upperclassmen, Koehler does not see his lack of experience as a disadvantage. He
is currently ranked 23rd in
singles.
"My main goal is to hold on
to my ranking, perhaps move
up," Koehler said.

OLYMPICS
February 18
World champion speed
skater Igor Zhelezovsky,
representing the Commonwealth
of
Independent
States, is the man to watch
in the 1,000-meter race. Dan
Jansen of the United Suites
returns to Olympic competition in this event. He was
world champion going into
the 1988 Calgary games, but
great expectations
were
dashed when he fell making
a turn four nights after tumbling in the 500-meter race.
Men's giant slalom starts
today, with Italy's flamboyant Alberto Tomba the starting favorite. Competition
comes from a strong field including 1991 World Cup
champion Marc Girardelli of
Luxembourg.
Short track speed skating,
also known as indoor speed
skating, becomes a medal
event for the first time this
year.
Unlike traditional
speed skating, the winner is
the first person across the
line, rather than the one with
the fastest time.
The quarterfinals in hockey, exhibition curling, men's
4x 10-kilometer relay crosscountry skiing, exhibition
speed skiing, and team
nordic combined 3x10-kilometer cross country are also
scheduled.

The main team goal Is to play
competitively against their
MAC opponents. Ball State U
the eam's biggest rival.
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* Close to Campus
* FREE HEAT, WATER,
SEWER
* Laundry Room
* Lots of Parking
* ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

>

SabnUf'i

BowwigGreen 68.Eastern MtcniQaii57
Ball Stan60. Western Michigan 41
Cent* Midiijan6». Toledo 61
Onio University 60 KintbS

I

S*»;ngGre«llO,LaslernMclll»an«7
ToNMo 8S. CaiiM MkMgan S3
Kent 94.0t!io University 80
tall Stale 81. Western Michigan 71
Vanoaromw, Miami 4«

NEWIPVE

Wed»e«rr
Towoo at Bowling Green
Ball Stale at Ohio University
Kent at Cantm Michigan
Miami at Western Michigan
uw Milwaukee al Eastern Micnigan

Toledo at Bowling Green. S:4S
Ball Stale al Ohio University. 5:45
Kant at Central Michigin 5:45
Miami at Western Michigan, 5 30

Rentals
328 S. Main
352-5620
Our Only Office
Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE:

_Two toys poor to publication, 4p m
{The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)

RATES;

_oer ad are 75c per hne $2 25 minimum
60c extra pe' ad lor bold lace.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per hne.

NOTICE;,

_The BG News will not be responsible tor error due lo illegibility or incomplete information Please come to
214 West Hall immediately il mere is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions,

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" «ds
l" (8 line maximum) $6 50 per insertion
2* (16 line maximum) $12.95 prt insertion

■ required lor all non-university related businesses and individuals.

The BG News reserves me right to release me names oi individuals who place advertising m The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information snail be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage me placement of advertising mat may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

PHONE#.

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

When: February 19 at 7:15
Where: Woodland Mall Theatres
Tickets available now at
Off-Campus Student Center
Main Office, ground Floor Moseley Hall
Telephone: 372-2573

Get yours while they last!

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Wanted
Lost and Found
Help Wanted
Rides
For Sale
Services Offered
For Rent
Personals
* Campus/City [vent Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.
Dates to appear
Maj, |0. (Qn or off.Campus Mai|)

——
"
—
■
Total number of days to appear

The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)

*"must have ticket at time of showing***
Phone: 372-2601

Classified
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IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 9.
1992 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1992 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONE 372-2851
IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE OR HEAD MEASUREMENT.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
* HEY YOU CONSE RVATCVES< *
BGSU College Republicans
•' INFORMATION NIGHT ' *
9:00 TONIGHT 102 8A
Inlcxmal meeting iMbng an hour
tops'
ALL are welcome

JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
Now available in 302 a 319 West Hail
Deadline March 2

" NEVER AGAIN"
Meeting tonight 9 00
Tan; Room (3rd Floor of the Union)

YAABA
A haunting and refreshing tale of
Rural African Life
Friday. February 2i. 7pm
Gish Film Theater
Free Ad miss on
AFRICAN PFOPLES ASSOCIATION

ATTENTION'
Senior Education Majors
TEACHER JOB FAIR SIGN UPS
Monday. March 16
Grand Ballroom. Unon
6PM. 7PM. 8PM
Registration Deadline Feb 28
?? Call 372-2356
ATTN: All MIS majora
Association for Systems Management Meeting
Tonight 7:30 BA II2
Speaker Mtchael Coflis
'NCR alter the merger'
COME ONE!! COME ALL"
BGCTM will be hosting the Annual Public Domain Software Swap on Wednesday. Feb 19.
1992 from 6 00 (o 8:30pm in 133 Life Soence
Bldg All games and activites available - will
copy only onto 5 i/4 inch loppy disks, and all
software will work on Apple HE Bring your own
disks so they can be purchased at the meeting
for only $1 00 each Due to the rush last year.
we are starting earlier this year, but since there
is no presentation at the beginning, feel free to
come at any time?
BGCTM SOFTWARE SWAP
FEBRUARY 19,1992

6:00-6:30PM
E lections Are Coming!!!

NOT JUST CLEANING
Laundry, household chores, running errands.
etc by dependable, professional women
3532006

SPRING BREAK'92
Cancun and Nassau. Bahama trips starting at
$449
find a better price ft well match it Last
c"ance.Ca!lnow352 «6'0

ASSEMBLERS Excellent income to assemble
products Irom your home 504-846-1700 Oept.
P6255

Pregnant?
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info and support BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354 HOPE

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 1992!!
Fabulous Jamaica, Exoting Cancun from
$429" Includes: Hotel, air, transfer*, parties.
Call Sun Splash Tours 1-800 426 7710

BARTENDER AND WAITRESSES PARTTIME
Experience only. Apply Days *w.
1550 E Wooster BG

Spnng Break is coming' Be ready - call formu 3
Weghttoss Special Student Program 30 days
for $99 Call 354 4500

Spnng Break Panama Oty Beach
The cops wont treat you like Daytona Beach or
East Merry' Beer on the beach' Leave Mes
sage for Jim at 352 6865 Prices start at $ 129

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs m Perth,
Townsville. Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
start at t3S20 Call I 800 876 3696

Theta Chi' Theta Chi * Theta Chi
Brother of the Week. Bryan Sohira
Cabinet Member of the Week. Erik Toilerup
Athlete of the Week Tom Guyer
Theta Chi • Theta Chi ■ Theta Chi

Cedar Pent
Summer Job Info Night
Moseleyhlall. Rm 20
Tonight at 7:30
Gel to the Point

STUDYTOUR EUROPE'
SCANDINAVIA & RUSSIA (7 COUNTRIES)
BYCRUISE SHIP FOR ONLY $2819'
GET A&S 395 SUMME R CREDIT)
INFO MFFTINC, A VIDEO PREVIEW
8 00pm WED.FEB. 18. BUS ADM 111
(OR CALL 372 6838/352^744)

UNDERGRAOUATE ASSISTANTSHIP POSTIONS
are available lor biology majors lor 92-93 Application deadline Feb 21.

PERSONALS
• Phi Mu ' Melissa Tittle ' Phi Mu'
Congratulations on being initialed and welcome to the bond You're the best. Love Hg
Kei io. Grand Big Ruby & Grt Grand Big
ChnsD"'

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS presents
Chanties Week'92 Come see if your orgamza
tion and/or residence hall is participating in the
quarter wars Feb 17. 18. 20. and 21 fiom
10 00am io 3 00pm in the Union Foyer
Want to go on a
CHEAP SPRING BREAK
UAO is gomg to
Shenandoah National Park. VA
for only $120
Call UAO 372-2343
'Includes - Transportation, 2 meals a day. site
fees
Way Out West
Saturday. Feb 22
7pm -12am
Union Ballroom
Whe'e a" the cool kids will be1

Election! Are Coming
International Relations Organization

BG LACROSSE
Interested m playing?
Call Coi 352 6464

{all offices open)
Feb 19,114 Ed, 9 00pm
ELECTIONS ARE COMING!!!
NOTICE'!

ELEMENTARY ED METHODS
MEETING'
All students who applied for Fall 1992 El Ed
Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352. 353, 355. 356)
are expected c attend this meeting. Tuesday.
Feb. 18. 4:00 pm 115 Education Building BE
THERE"
Personalized Graduation Announcements now
available at the University Bookstore Indicates
name, degree and major Deadline for ordering
Apni 15. '992 Oder Today'
-The Campus Escort Service would kke to remind you, "Don't walk alone, pick up the phone'
and call 372-8360 The service is also accepting applications for volunleers You can pick up
theaplicationsin 104 Commons"

MarkSteevea
Toosexyforthecourt.. Oh yeah!
Love. Slash. T. and Lynn
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED VOLLEYBALL MANDATORY CLINIC. TUESDAY.
MARCH 3. IN THE SRC ARCHERY/GOLF
ROOM - 500 - 900 PM APPLY IN 108 SRC
BY MARCH 3
Leave the Driving Io UAO!
Well take you to Panama City Beach. FL lor
only $230 includes hole), iransportation.a nd
discounts on food and dubs in the area'
So what are you walling tor?
Call 372-2343. better yet
Sign up m UAO office. 3rd floor Union.
$100 deposit needed upon s>g" -p
Did you know? Abstinence is the only 100%
protection against sexually transmitted
diseases including me HIV vus (AIDS)
HAPPY "22" BIRTHDAY DIANA CASE
Hope you had a great birthday
Thanks for being a GREAT fnend
Love you. Amy ft Karen
BILOCY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONSa-e
now available. 2nd floor. LSC
Bungi jumping is coming to BG
Schedule a meeting at
your frat. sorority, or residence hall
Dates filling up fast1
1 600 GO BUNGI

WHITEHALL ROOMS AVAILABLE
Daytona Beach. Call Now 352 4610
WHO YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE
WHAT COLLEGE REPUBLICANS INFOR
MAT ION NIGHT
WHEN TONIGHT * TONIGHT ' TONIGHT
WHERE 102 BA
WHY 'WHY ASK WHY?"
WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE!!
Presentation by Act II Associates
THE WELLNESS SHOW: Motivation with a
Sense of Humor
When: 7 30pm. Thursday, Feb. 13.1992
Where. Kobacxer Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Cost free and open to tie public
University students who attend are eligible for
a drawing for a mountain bike, roller blades.
running sr i*-, .*< o " o'o

WANTED

2 female roommates needed to share apartment for 92 93 school year, 1 block from campus Cal 372-5796 after 6pm lor details

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and grants
1-800-USA-1221 Ext 2033
Omega Phi Alpha
To My Big Carolyn Martin
and My Little Amy Smith:
Long time no see. talk or anything sorry'Lefs do lunch sometime Love. Lynn

46 N MAIN - BOWLING GHEEM

Phi Det i DG Phi Dei IDG Phi Dei i
The brothers ol Phi Delta Theta would like »
congratulate Delta Gamma on a most success
ful Anchor Splash. Thanks tor having us panic
i pate >
Phi DW! DG Phi CWt DG Phi Delt

SUMMER PAYROLL COORDINATOR
The Toledo Area Private Industry Council is
seeking an individual to assist m Vie payroll
department for its youth program. The position
begins May i. 1992 with a salary of $6.50 to
$7 50 / hour depending on experience. Candidates should have one year of college with
emphasis m accounting. Direct resume to Ann:
Accounting Manager, 331 l4ihSl .Toledo. OH
43624 1402 no later than March 9. 1992.
E.O.E.
Wanted
2 Female Roommates for year lease starting
Fall 92 Large apartment dose to campus Call
MKhele or Sieph at 352-1749.

BG News is now offering...
Birthday Display Advertisements
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY?????

Call 352-7365
CATCH THAT SUMMER FEE LINO!
Summer Apts.
at
Super Rates'
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St
153-9302

1 bedroom apts. for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere Close to campus

352-2663

CHEAPI CHEAP) CHEAP!
841 8THST.
2 Bedrooms. 1 t/2 bath
Starts 395 a month
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

2 bedroom furnished apartment.
For Fall 1992

352-2663
3 bedroom furnished house
12 month lease - washer and drye'
495 plus utilities. Call 353-1731 after 6:00

DONT HISS THIS ONE!
237 N Prospect
3 bedroom HOUSE
RE Management

92-93 SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Eflic., one bdrm , two bdrm, houses ft duplexes. Stop into
319 E WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our triendaly stall or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

352-9302
Duplex avail. 4-7 people.
1/2 block from campus.
Avail Aug 352 6992
Efficiency ft one bedroom apartments
avaiiablt
Call Mecca Management at
353 5800.

354-2280
Apt
Unfum. 3 bdrm w/ 2-car garage 12 or 9 mo
leasestartnginAug Can 354 8i«6a'toi 5PM

Counselors Camp Wayne, coed children's
camp, northeast PA. Tennis, swim, watered!, sailing, all sports, golf, gymnastics,
aerobics
guitar, nature/camping,
dsnes cheerltiding, Batik, sculpture, ceramics, painting, photography, selldefense. Other positions available- On
campus Interviews, Thursday, March 121h
(9-4pm) Call 518-889-3217 Of Write: 12 All*
vsrdSl LkJs Beech. NY 11581.
Earn $5-7 per hour this summer working
outside. Triple 'A' Student Painters is hiring
painters and loremen for the loHowing areas:
BG • Findlay. Dayton. Cleveland, and Toledo
Experience is helpful but not necessary. Call
t-800-843-3792
EARN up to SSOAveekand more part time selling "Be Falcon Safe" condoms Great opportunity lor men and women Call now1
1800 736-6064

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800-THIRD STREET
Now renting lor 1992 -1993 1 or ft 2 or. units.
Fully furnished. Gas. heat, ft AC. g or 12 month
leases. Reasonable rates Ideal location.
Owners pay utilities Contact early to avoid
disappointment.

CAMPUS MANOR
SOSCIoughSt
•Free heat and air cond
•Close to cam pus
-Balconies
■ Plenty of parking
-Furnished
Starting at $475 00
CALLR E Msnsgment
352-9302

PHONE 352-4966.

SEMESTER LEASES
2 person rooms now available lor Summer and
Fall ol 1992. and Spring ol 1993 Call Jeff or
Cindy al 352 5232 lor more info.

Houses A apartments tor 1992-93 school year
12 month leases only, starting in May. Stew
STKI357 89'/
MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students.
grads and couples Please call for more mfor
(nation on locations and rates for Spring,
Summer and Fall.
352-3445 'Hours 9- 9

SUBLEASE NEEDED - Summer *2
One or two person apt.
Great location - Main Si
Very dean Call 352-0499

Nice, clean lower 1 BR. apartment in Bradner.
$300 mo includes utilities call 387-4553 or
2874850

Summer Lease: Two large bedrooms
Good location. Will rent to 2-3-4
persons Call 353-1731 after 6:00

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

One 3 bdrm $590 plus gas (Down)
One 3 bdrm $575 plus gas (Up)
329 E Wooster
Call 354-4494

Fraternities, sororities, student
clubsf Earn up to Si 000 in one
week PtusreceiveaSlOO
bonus yoursell. And a FREE
WATCHjusI lor calling 1-800932 0528 Exl 65

Summer sublease's needed starting May 9
Two large bedrooms, furnished. 352-8560
i*,iw ,i T'tissage)

v88 I

OVERSEAS JOBS 19002000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round. All Counlri.s. All fields Free
Into. Write IJC, P.O. Bos 52-OH03, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
TIMBER LAKE/TYLER HILL CAMPS
3 TOP NEW YORK AREA RESIDENT
CAMPS GENERAL COUNSELORS. WSI.
ATHLETIC SPECIALIST .
ONCAMPUS
INTERVIEWS TOP SALARIES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE 800 8?8 CAMP (9 5 WEEKDAYS
EST)
TIRED OF SCHOOL? OUT OF MONEY?
NEE0ABREAK?
White House Nannies invites you to experience life m the Nation's Capital We screen top
families in person & place you with the BEST
Great salary. 1 yr. commitment For more info.
caH Lynn at 352 7701. or wn'e White HOUSP
Nannies. Inc. 4733 Belhesda Aw., Suite
BOS-A.Bethesoa.MD 20814^

FOR SALE
1975 Chevrolet Impala
Rebuilt transmission, new brakes, wry dependable. S500 - negotiable 353-1314 ask for
JoAnn
AVEBURY BOOKS
Thousands of used hardbacks
in all categories and price ranges
143 C E Wooster ■ 10 6. Mon Sal

Available now
Need one female to fill house
at 957N Prospect
For 3- Own room
Call 353 0325

BGSU SKATING CLUB
Every Tuesday Night
9:15-10 15 PM Students Welcome

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

1 or 2 female non-smokjng senior or grad student roommates for 92-93 school year. Call
Kim at 353 6503
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August 10th for sublease of apt near campus'
University Village rent neg
Call Mike
353 7203

Cany Rentals
Apartments tor 2.3 or 4 students.
Houses for S. 8 or 9 students.
9,10 or 12 mo. leases available.

1 ft 2, bedroom fum. apts.
9 month, summer ft year leases
352-7454

Needed: one non-smoking female roommate
for a furnished, two bedroom apartment with
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus Si 50 a
month, plus utilities Lease begins May '92
Call 372-1181 lor more into.

250COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl
Pnvate. coed summer camp m Pocono Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Boi 234 BG.
Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (908) ?76 0998

A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days, S2791 Panama City $99, Padre $199, Cancun from Oho
$499, Jamaica $399 Greg 354 8149. Sarah
354 6994. Todd 372 6528. or 1 800-638 6786

International Relations Organization

Female room, own private cooking facilities
plus bath Summer or 12 month lease. $195 a
month includes utilities within family home.
Quiet residential area 1 mile from campus
Phone 352-1832 or 352 7365

s g Kap' Hot Curlers * Sig Kap
Amy, Denise. Juliene. Dawn. Kim, Jessica i What an awesome Curling Team)! Good Luck
Tonight"

SERVICES OFFERED

Bach Stradiwnus Trombone
Model No 36 Call 353 5305

353-0325

SuWeaser needed Feb 22 - May 9 own room,
1 block from campus, no utilities $150/month
Call 354-8676

REWARD
Lost gold necklace with cross and key Substantial reward" PLEASE can 372 4552

American Marketing Association
* Formal Meeting'
Tues Feb. 18. " 7:30pm
096 Overman - 50/50 Raffle

Phi Dell Phi Delt Phi Delt
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
would like lo congratulate
John Corrao on his acceptance into Order of
Omega
Phi Delt Phi Delt Phi Delt

Available now Need one (•mala to fill house al
957 N. Protpecl. For 3 - Own room Call

Sam. Gift, and Ed.
Hey is it true thai you're drunk hos?
Live up to our reputation1 G-N-R.
Beer balls and a little "tainted love'*
Since even/one's had a little of that
Oh and don't forget
We are Cassidy'si I love you guys' Love Norm

LOST & FOUND

AFRICAN MOVIE NIGHT

Phi Delt Phi Dell Phi Delt
The Brothers ot Phi Delta Theta
would like to congratulate
Jeaon Caetanrta on a
successful rush
Phi Delt Phi Delt Phi Delt

Tuesday, February 18,1992

WBGi
■•■ft)

^

THE LIGHT SIDE
OF WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
10-11

HURRY!!
Time's running out to find
your apartment for Summer
& Fall 1992* Check out the
Great 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments at,..
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
352-9135

Brand New Speaker Box
"10" Cut Outs. Port Tubes
Carpeted.Handle $75000 BO
Phone 353-3017
Mtlal Building.
50% oft while the colors and slzea last.

(614|859-6315
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Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge Street

The Cool
Dude
Penguin
Says:
PARTY IT
UPON
YOUR
RIRTHDAY
PAM SWYTI

2 bedroom, furnished townhouses

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FOR FALL 1992
2,3,4 person available

|

Call for more information 352-0717
or stop by at 224 E. Wooster

t\AAAAAAAAAAA/v>AacuW^
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BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar

Jim's Journal
T.sj*v| M*\ cUtd
■flint *•*»»»,♦•*«•• +•
4,r ><**«l)«*H "to
vMavVt WfftfceltVff-

Your cost ONLY $10 per ad!!
Send your frlend(s) a BIRTHDA Y WISH In style!
Place an order NOW!!!!!!!
Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BC News office at 214 West Hall
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